Textboxes

Double click on the textbox to add it to the form.
Change its shape and move it to where you want it with the mouse.
Change its “(name)”, modify the “Text” and make it in “Visible” using the Properties window.

Textboxes

The textbox is a passive box that does not have executable code.
Each box has a name, has text with a font, and has visibility and other features.
Data may be typed into a textbox
Add a Textbox called “credits”

Make a command button, name it “by”, and add code that makes the credits textbox visible.
Project Buzzbox

Like the textbox, the label box has Properties. Adjust it with the mouse. Change its “(name)” and modify the “Caption” using the Properties window.
The Label Tool

There is much more control over the data in the box than there is in the Textbox.
However, the Label Box is usable only as an output medium.
See data on FORMAT to be presented later for more complete capability.